THE USA-JAPAN COMPUTER CONFERENCE

Tokyo: October 3-5, 1972

Sponsored by the AMERICAN FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETIES and the INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY OF JAPAN.

Conference Chairmen: Dr. Robert W. Rector, AFIPS (University of California, Los Angeles) and Dr. Shohei Takada, IPSJ (Hitachi)

A unique conference designed to bring together leaders in computer technology from the two sponsoring countries. The technical sessions will stress similarities and dissimilarities in approaches taken by people in both nations to solve similar information processing problems. A major exhibit program will feature products and services from both countries.

Post-conference technical tours will provide comprehensive coverage of such major Japanese computer manufacturing facilities as Fujitsu, Hitachi and Nippon Electric, Japan National Railways Computer Center, Nippon Telephone & Telegraph, Public Corporation Data Center and Systems Laboratory and the computerized television studios at Japan Broadcasting Corporation.

To accommodate U.S. registrants, special low cost flights are planned; tours of Japan and the Far East are also available.

For registration, travel and/or exhibit information, contact: USA-Japan Computer Conference, c/o AFIPS Headquarters, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N.J. 07645.